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In March 2012, Northeastern University hosted the Fourth Annual Graduate Student 

Conference in World History. Entitled Empires and Technologies in World History, the two-day 

conference continued the tradition of bringing graduate students to Northeastern’s Boston 

campus to share their findings and methodologies in the research field of world history. 

Generally, panelists come from universities located in one of three distinct geographic circles: 

universities in and around the greater Boston area, universities around the United States, and 

universities abroad. The impressively consistent turnout reflects the problem that for many 



 

 

graduate students, the opportunity to discuss world historical research and to share 

methodologies is rare. Northeastern’s conference offers an important opportunity for graduate 

students to benefit both from the guidance of faculty experienced in world historical research and 

from productive comments from like-minded scholars. Typically, conference attendees include 

faculty from Northeastern University, other Boston universities, and further afield. In 2012, 

senior scholars traveled to Boston from universities in New Jersey, Texas, and New York. 

The Graduate Student Conference hosted by Northeastern University’s Department of 

History was founded in 2009 and comprises an annual graduate student community effort. Of the 

students in the three history graduate programs – Doctorate in World History, Master’s in World 

History, Master’s in Public History – a majority participate on the conference committee every 

year. Selectively paired with a panel of graduate students, faculty moderators act as chairs and 

commenters, drawing connections among panelists’ work to benefit both participants and 

audience members. Since its inception, organizers have merged three of the conference’s goals: 

to create a coherent community for our graduate students through shared work on a common 

goal (the conference), to discuss our vision of world history with graduate students from 

programs around the globe, and to solicit substantial feedback from faculty experienced in 

related fields. In 2012, the graduate students at Northeastern University were honored to host, as 

keynote speaker, Philippa Levine, who holds the Mary Helen Thompson Centennial 

Professorship in the Humanities at the University of Texas at Austin. Her speech, “Naked Truths: 

Bodies, Knowledge and the Erotics of Colonial Power,” helped inform the conference topic: 

technologies and empires. The call for papers opened space for research on race, gender, 

commodities, and imperialist practices, especially their intersection as technologies of power. 
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Throughout the conference’s ten panels, junior scholars presented on a variety of world historical 

methodologies used to study these technologies. 

For the purposes of this conference, organizers decided to define the terms 

“technologies” and “empires” broadly. Intended to facilitate connections between otherwise 

discipline-specific projects, this approach attempted to highlight the intersections of traditional 

technologies, such as transportation, newspaper circulation, and trading networks, with more 

abstract technologies, such as “social” technologies observed in the colonialist banning of 

alcohol consumption by Africans or “intellectual” technologies as discernible through education 

systems imposed on colonized people. Thus, the notion of “empire” is rendered not merely as a 

system of political organization, but as a category of lived experiences in which indirect 

dominance corresponds directly with mechanical, legal, intellectual, and social technologies. 

This approach addresses a number of world historical projects. First, it encourages an 

analytic perspective that no longer privileges limited definitions of “empire” as understood in the 

classically western sense of political organization. Moreover, “empire” is understood to be 

conditional, uneven, and contested. Second, world historical research tends to explore the 

relationship between colonial metropoles and their peripheries, as understood in a more 

traditional political or economic sense, or in a cultural or intellectual sense. Recent world 

historical research has focused on the dialectic relationship between peripheries and metropoles. 

Third, world historical projects blur the boundaries traditionally designated by area studies. 

Instead of comparing Europe and the Americas, world historians talk of the Atlantic World, 

which reframes the interaction between the Atlantic-facing continents and their inhabitants 

within a perspective that can reveal previously unexplored actions, such as agency across 

distances. Fourth, by panning more widely than area-studies-based methodologies comfortably 



 

 

allow, world history enables scholars to “dig deeper,” to analyze, in Paul Kramer’s words, 

“variations on a global theme.”
1
 As the essays included in this special issue demonstrate, 

variations on the theme of empire provide fertile ground for graduate research. Specifically, the 

three articles included here represent a variety of approaches to the concept of technologies and 

their uses in shaping empire. 

In his article on railways in South Africa and India, Jesse Tumblin addresses the “internal 

maintenance” of empire and how railway technology played a major role in this endeavor. 

Presenting a growing British Empire that is not hegemonic but that needs to adapt to a changing 

modern world, Tumblin highlights how the Empire transitioned from port- and naval-based seats 

of power to interior, railroad-accessible seats of power. Tumblin argues that agents of Britain’s 

Empire hoped that building and maintaining railroads in colonies would help organize and 

stabilize those territories. Mechanical technology served two purposes: it organized imperial 

space and provided a modern vision of empire. For example, the Raj’s budget reflected priorities 

through the railway in India. The Raj began to coordinate efforts to expand the railway, making 

the capital’s move from Calcutta to Delhi possible, thus aiding the remodeling of British rule. 

Meanwhile, in South Africa, the need for resource extraction and the unstable nature of the 

various colonial states also led to greater initiatives with regard to the railway. The unification of 

South African colonies in May of 1910 was dependent on the railway. In the Union of South 

Africa, the newly nationalized railway helped establish Pretoria as the capital. Tumblin traces 

how British notions of empire changed with the introduction of the railway in the colonies of 

South Africa and India. 

                                                
1 Paul Kramer, “Power and Connection: Imperial Histories of the United States in the World,” American Historical 

Review 116, no. 5 (2011): 1361. 
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 Colin Sargent elaborates on how empires are molded and “imagined” in his article on free 

trade and the British Empire. Free trade supporters, such as the Anti-Corn-Law League in 

nineteenth-century Britain, imagined British Empire as a space within which traders could 

function in the same way as had citizens within the Roman Empire. Sargent reconnects the 

colony to the metropole and points out that domestic policy within Britain could and did have 

significant impact on imperial rule. He, like Tumblin, highlights the debate over whether an 

empire should encourage national or private endeavors in order to maintain influence and rule. 

Here the debate centers on the East India Trading Company and the rejection of private or semi-

private companies functioning as an indirect mode of rule. By ending the monopoly the 

Company had over Chinese trade, British traders imagined themselves as enforcing morality and 

helping British laborers in their efforts. Sargent ties this debate to the Opium War of 1840, 

relations with China, and contemporary sentiments of some British citizens that the British 

should not be limited or prohibited in their opium trade. Accordingly, for many British citizens 

the Opium War was a “war for freedom” – not just freedom for British traders in China but also 

freedom for all British subjects. Sargent highlights how the metropole’s domestic issues became 

conflated with imperial policies.   

Anya Lee argues that domestic issues took precedence over women’s rights in France 

and that French women felt connected to their similarly oppressed colonial counterparts. The 

feminist journal, La Française, encouraged international feminism, which is Lee’s focus in her 

exploration on “soft” forms of power and technology. The journal encouraged communication 

and support for feminist movements across European national borders and with women in 

French colonies. French women “pitied” Muslim women and believed them to be oppressed.  

Accordingly, French women assigned themselves the role of parent to colonized women, much 



 

 

in the same way French men did with French women. Furthermore, French women designated 

themselves as liberators of Muslim women in keeping with the civilizing mission. This 

international feminism was made possible through print and communications technology, as well 

as the transfer of ideas regarding women and their roles in society. Lee suggests a new way to 

view the relationship between empire and technology, and she, like the other two authors here, 

works to re-evaluate the relationship between metropole and colony, thus complicating the view 

of empires and the ways they functioned. Through her article, Lee demonstrates how empire and 

international affairs influenced French feminists’ perspective of their own role in French society.  

 These three articles handle notions of empire in new conceptual ways. Viewed together, 

they represent an approach that shows how technology could be used to refashion and alter 

imperial agents’ conception of and actions within empires. Each essay in turn explains that 

empires were not hegemonic, but were instead shaped by multiple factors, including imperial 

agents’ experimentation with technology in the process of imperial rule. The use of technology, 

in turn, influenced and altered the agents’ own views of their role in empire. The three authors 

also reaffirm the notion of contingency in empire and frame empire as a space within which 

multiple tensions existed simultaneously. These tensions in particular took the form of a dialogue 

between metropole and colony, as agents of empire conceived both a role for themselves and for 

imperial technology, as well as justification for imperial rule and the introduction of new 

technologies.  

Taken together the papers of Jesse Tumblin, Colin Sargent, and Anya Lee exemplify the 

wide array of high-caliber work presented at Northeastern’s Fourth Annual Graduate Student 

Conference in World History, as well as three examples of the innovative research currently 

being pursued by junior scholars in the field of world history. As demonstrated in their articles, 
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world historical methodologies provide rich possibilities for scholars to pose new questions and 

to seek new connections across traditional spatial and disciplinary boundaries. Despite the 

possibilities afforded by world historical methodologies and the wide range of ongoing research 

projects being conducted by world historians around the globe, opportunities for graduate 

students to discuss such research and methodologies are not widely available. Northeastern's 

Graduate Student Conference in World History enables junior scholars to come together to 

present and discuss their research and methodologies and to receive guidance and feedback from 

senior scholars. Thus, by facilitating and furthering discussion of world historical research and 

methodologies, the conference and its participants contribute to the vibrant field of World 

History. We, the guest editors of these conference proceedings – Victoria Hallinan, Regina 

Kazyulina, Elizabeth R. Lehr, and Allyssa Metzger – present these three articles as examples of 

the excellent work presented by junior scholars from across the globe at the 2012 conference. We 

sincerely hope that you enjoy these papers as much as we have. 

  


